
Allocation Algorithms

Different algorithms are used in these two different situations:

1. No queue - A request arrives in a queue (no other requests are waiting in), and this request can 'choose' among
several ready agents (agents with capacity and skill to receive a request from this queue).
The agent with the highest skill score ("best") on this queue (which equals the level on the media type and the
ordinary skill(s) the queue consists of) is chosen, but if more than one agent has the same skill score on the queue,
the agent with fewest connected requests ("least busy") is chosen, and if more than one agent is least busy, an agent
is chosen based on one of these algorithms:

Time of allocation:
Choose the agent that it is the longest time since last was offered a request

Finish time:
Choose the agent that has been ready for the longest time. 
(In this case, an agent's timestamp is updated both when a request is offered and when a request is ended, so
that we can pick the 'correct' agent)

2. Queue - an agent becomes ready (ends call wrap-up, finishes a chat, logs on, ends pause) and no requests in
queue are reserved to this agent, but requests are waiting in at least 2 queues the agent can answer:

Standard:
Choose the request with the highest SLA-score amongst the queues the agent can answer.
(If SLA Overflow is configured, this has an impact on the allocation.)

Alternative:
Choose the request with the highest SLA-score from the queue(s) the agent has highest skill score on.

Please contact Puzzel support if you want to change algorithm.

 

Does Puzzel offer more than 1 request to an agent at the same time?

When an agent logs on to queue, ends pause or becomes ready after wrap-up or after ending a written request, Puzzel
usually allocates one request (call or written request) to this agent, even if the agent has capacity for several written
requests and agent can receive a call while having written request(s). When this first offered (written) request is accepted by
agent, then we might allocate a new request to the agent if the agent has 'capacity' for more and other agents are not 'first'
to receive the next written request. 

If a written request is waiting in queue with the agent becoming available as 'reserved agent' and a call is waiting in a queue
that the agent has skill on, we will usually send the written request to the agent first, and within 1-2 seconds we might also
offer the call unless the agent's setting was Block phone if > 0 written requests. With Block phone if >1 written request,
agents may experience having a call ringing and an offered written request blinking in the agent application at the same
time. 
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